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Some of  the Things I Love 

This month Window Book will be releasing significant product 
enhancements and adding new products to take eDoc  
automation to a whole new level.We don’t have the room to go 
into detail about all of these innovations in this edition so the 
March edition of Thinking Outside the Mailbox will be dedicated to 
eDoc automation and productivity.   
 
Not only will we tell you what we have just done to make your 
life easier and save your company money, but we will disclose 
our 2016 “productivity improvement“ product roadmap.   
 
We would like your input as to how we can best meet your goals!  
(cont. on page 2)  
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IN THIS ISSUE 
 
Learning and Expanding my understanding. 
 
I love learning, expanding my understanding and growing deeper 
conscious abilities. Every time I set aside the time and apply  
myself to achieving a deeper understanding in and around a  
specific topic I grow my abilities and realize a great satisfaction, 
even if the process is frustrating and/or confusing.   
 
I love that I can relatively quickly grow my understanding and 
ability in an area that others have invested years or decades  
learning. This learning time compression is a great advantage in 
managing my time. Two key factors in growing my abilities are 
deciding where to focus my learning and identifying the depth of 
the learning I want to achieve. When choosing where to focus, I  
(cont. on page 2)  



 

 

Window Book Breaks New Ground in Automating the End-to-end 
eDoc Process (cont. from page 1) 
 
What you will learn may be surprising. Window Book is committed to  
improving mailer productivity even if a mailer uses a competitive post-presort 
program or none at all. One of our goals is facilitating completely automated 
end-to-end eDoc processing. Another is making sure our clients, both  
managers and users, are always aware of what is happening and what must be 
acted upon. Besides e-mail and text message notification capabilities we now 
offer mobile apps to expand mailer “situational awareness”. We are also looking 
to not only help mailers with their interactions with the U.S. Postal Service®, but 
other supply chain members as well, particularly logistics companies. 
 
So what new improvements take automation to a whole new level?   
Here are a couple of examples:    
 
 DAT-MAIL™ users with AWAM will be able to automate most tasks that 

must be done AFTER they make manual changes or run a process like a 
Mail.dat® file merge. In the past, most automation efforts by Window Book 
and others have focused on Mail.dat import. With our new improvements 
mailers with complex process flows can now see a labor reduction of over 
85%. This capability is all free to current AWAM users. 

 
 Last month for mailers that use eDoc Manager (eDM10X) for automated 

Mail.dat submission to PostalOne!® and PostalWeb to automatically retrieve 
their postage statements and data from PostalOne!, we made improvements to 
speed these processes up enormously.   

 
This is just a little tease of what you will read about next month! See you then! 
 

Subscribe to  
“Thinking  
Outside the  
Mailbox” 
 
Email: PostalSpecialist 
@WindowBook.com  
with “Subscribe to  
Newsletter” in the  
subject line to be added 
to the mailing list. 
Please make sure  
to provide a complete 
email address. 

Newsletter  
Archives: 
www.WindowBook.com/
OutsideTheMailBox 

Some of  the Things I Love (cont. from page 1) 
usually choose something that is core to my long term intentions. For the depth 
of learning, sometimes it is fun to get a quick survey of an area; yet I know for 
myself a steady diet of just doing survey learning does not get me the depth of 
growth I need. Digging in deeply, studying a topic over time is usually where I 
get the most satisfaction.  
 
At Window Book there are many options for clients and employees to learn, 
from the quick survey format we use in our Postal e-Tips, to the more in-depth 
White papers, to the hour-long webinars, to having an expert trainer come to 
you for a full day of training on-site. 
 
Yes, there is a cost, an investment of your precious time, money and effort in 
learning and growing your ability. That cost is small compared to the cost of  
ignorance and not advancing your understanding and ability. I believe learning is 
at the core of intelligent growth and prosperity. Promoting and enabling  
intelligent organizational (and personal) growth and prosperity is the primary 
company “Purpose” at Window Book. 
  
Links to online learning at Window Book 
windowbook.com/Learning  

Client  
Testimonial 
“Our team at 
SeaChange Print  
Innovations has been 
using Window Book’s 
DAT-MAIL since 
2007.   
 
We truly appreciate 
how they are continu-
ously producing new 
features to meet their 
clients’ needs.   
 
Their work allows us  
to be more productive 
and profitable. One of 
our favorite features, 
which saves us time,  
is the automatic  
retrieval of our finalized 
postage statements 
from PostalOne!” 
 
- Sam Dawson 
Data Processing 
SeaChange Print Innovations  
http://seachangemn.com  
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Jeff Peoples,  
CEO and Founder 
Window Book, Inc. 
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Postal Trivia 
How much do you know? 

1. Tax dollars received for  
operating the Postal Service: 

A. $ 23.6 million 
B. $ 0 
C. $ 4 million 
D. $ 6.5 million 

 
2.  The smallest post office is 

in: 
A. Providence, RI 
B. Montgomery, AL 
C. Santa Fe, NM 
D. Ochopee, FL  

 
3. SSF is an acronym  for: 

A. Strategic Sack Factor 
B. Sales Services Form 
C. Shipping Services File  
D. Same Surface Field 

 
4. The Automated Flat Sorting 

Machine (AFSM) can sort 
how many flat mailpieces  
per hour? 
A.  17,000 pieces 
B.  18,500 pieces 
C.  21,200 pieces 
D.  15,000 pieces 

 
5. When were self adhesive 

stamps introduced  
nationwide? 
A. 1972 
B.  1984 
C. 1992 
D. 1976 

 
6. In 2008, how many pieces of 

mail were handled through 
the Post Office?  
A. 202 billion 
B. 300 billion 
C.  Over 500 billion 
D.  272 billion 
 
 

 
Answers on Page 11. 

 

Window Book’s Family Album 
Pictures from our staff who stay very busy behind the scenes to  

keep everything running smoothly. 
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Caramel: Couch is taken. 
No room for you here!  
AND, get me a bacon  
flavored bone next time 
instead of a stuffed moose.  

Who rules the house?  

Meadow: Don’t even 
think about moving me 
from MY chair. Work 
standing up. It’s good for 
your back. 

Monica Lundquist 
Postal Affairs and  
Technical Support Manager  
Window Book Inc. 

Dan Clasen 
Director of  
Client Services 
Window Book Inc. 

Wallace Vingelis 
Vice President,  
Industry Relations 
Window Book 

Oliver and George: 
We LOVE clean  
linen. It’s about time 
you did the laundry. 
We were starting  
to get sick from  
hairballs. 

George, Gracie, Oliver: 
Mom, you can sleep at the foot 
of the bed. We seriously need  
a bigger bed. Did you really 
think King would do? 

Georgey: Hey, it’s time 
to go for a run. Turn the 
tube off before I pee on 
your sofa. 

Dad said I was having duck  
for dinner. He lied again.  
He’s going to get it. Wait  
and see. 

 



 

 

Ask the Postal Specialists 
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Q: What is the best way to get  
Technical Support from  
Window Book? 

A: There are a number of ways for  
clients to get technical support: 

1. From within the software click on the  
‘Help’ menu to access our Knowledge Base, 
Join a Support Session, and Access our  
Support Portal.  

2. Call us at 1-800-477-3602 (available Monday 
to Friday, 8:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m. Eastern time). 
Technical Support Representatives will create 
a help desk ticket for you.  
 
Please provide your name, company name, 
phone number and brief description of your 
issue, along with your ticket number  
(if applicable).  

3. Email  us at techsupport@windowbook.com 
to automatically generate a new support ticket. 
Use this email address only if you are initiating 
a new technical support inquiry. 

4. Submit a Ticket: visit the Window Book  
Website Support page at:   
windowbook.com/Support.  
Select ‘Submit a Ticket.’  Enter your Window 
Book Support Account’s login credentials.   
 
This is different than the website’s User  
Account. If you don’t have a  
Support Account, click the “Request a New  
Account” button and create one.   

5. Live Chat Us: Use the Live Chat feature on 
our web site. Just click on the “Live Chat”  
button located in the right margin of our  
web site.  

6. Schedule a Session with a  
Technical Support representative: email  
techsupport@windowbook.com or call us at  
800-477-3602, and we will send you a  
LogMeIn Rescue link.   
 
This will provide you the opportunity to have 
our Support rep access your machine remotely 
to be able to view the problem, ascertain the 
cause, and correct it.  

 

Q: What are the five USPS® promotion  
programs proposed for 2016? 

A: The Postal Regulatory Commission (PRC) has 
approved the United States Postal Service® 
(USPS®) proposal for five promotional programs 
aimed at increasing mail volumes by offering  
incentives to mailers.  
 
These promotions will be available during the  
calendar year 2016. Way back in 2011, the first 
Mobile Barcode incentive was introduced by  
the USPS, and this type of promotion has been 
offered every year since then.  
 
The five promotions for the calendar year  
2016 are:  

1. Earned Value Promotion 

2. Personalized Color Transpromo Promotion 

3. Emerging and Advanced Technology/Video 
In Print Promotion 

4. Tactile, Sensory and Interactive Mailpiece  
Engagement Promotion 

5. Mobile Shopping Promotion. 
 
These promotions are available for either  
First-Class Mail® or Standard Mail®, or in the case 
of the Emerging and Advanced Technology/
Video in Print Promotion, both classes of mail. 
Each  promotion has its own set of eligibility  
requirements, including mailpiece content  
requirements, registration requirements, mailing 
submission requirements, requirements at mail 
acceptance and requirements after the mailing  
is complete.  

Need Help participating in 2016 promotions?  
 

Email us at PostalSpecialist@windowbook.com 
or call 1-800-524-0380. 

 

Window Book’s software allows you to easily  
edit Mail.dat® files for the applicable promotion 
code (2-digit Characteristic Type in the CCR file 
of the Mail.dat file) so that you can accurately  
submit eDoc for these promotional mailings to 
take advantage of all the benefits being offered  
by them.  

www.windowbook.com/Support


 

 

The USPS requires mailers to document all of the 
“relationships” in their electronically submitted mailings. 
Essentially this means mailers must include not only 
their own information, but also the information of their 
mail preparers. For example, the Mail.dat® file used to 
file documentation electronically must identify both the 
mail owner and the mail preparer, and this is done using 
MIDs and CRIDs.  
 
MIDs must be used when submitting data, and CRIDs 
cannot be used in place of MIDs in the Intelligent Mail 
barcodes. The CRID of the company submitting the 
electronic file to the USPS, the eDoc Sender or  
Submitter, must also be identified. This can become a bit 
of a challenge for mail preparers, who may have  
hundreds of clients using hundreds of postal permits to 
pay for their postage. Associating each of the clients and 
permits with the appropriate MIDs can be a daunting 
task to say the least.  
 
To add to the fun, these ID codes can be populated in 
multiple places in the Mail.dat file. It is important for 
mailers to understand what fields in which files this  
information must be populated, and more importantly, 
to insure that there is no conflicting data in the files.  
 
PostalOne! has very specific “order of precedence” rules 
that are used to determine which fields are used in the 
PostalOne! validation. What this means is that if there is  
conflicting data in these fields, PostalOne! will use the data 
it finds in the first POPULATED field in this list. So, 
even if you THINK you have provided the correct MID 
or CRID information (for example, in the Mailer Postage 
Account (MPA) file), if there is conflicting, incorrect  
data in the Component (CPT) file, you will get an error! 
The order of precedence that PostalOne! uses is different 
for various validation processes, so bottom line: make 
sure you are not populating conflicting data in any 
Mail.dat fields! 
 
Resources 
Window Book’s DAT-MAIL software allows you to  
easily manage MID and CRID information as well as see 
all the By/For relationships in the Mail.dat files using the 
Advanced Navigator Screen. This also allows you to 
quickly edit this information if necessary. In addition, 
DAT-MAIL offers both export and import utilities to 
make implementing the BCG bulk search data very easy. 
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Back in the Old Days 

The mail bag would hang 
from the crane by the  
station platform.  As a train 
approached a station, a clerk 
riding in the open door of 
the mail car prepared a large 
metal catching arm.   
 

Then, with one fluid  
movement, the clerk would 
use the catching arm to 
snatch the bag of letters to 
be mailed and at almost the 
same time, boot out any bag 
of mail to be delivered. 
 

Experienced clerks spoke 
with deep pride in their  
ability to make the mail 
switch at night with  
nothing but the curves and 
the feel of the track to warn 
them of an upcoming  
station and a catch and  
delivery. 

- Smithsonian’s National 
Postal Museum  

How can you save time on a train route?   
Don’t stop the train!   
 

Railway Post Office trains 
used a system of cranes at 
small town rail stations to  
exchange mail without  
stopping. 

Mail on the Fly 

By/For  
Relationships 

Railway mail 
trains were  
fitted with 
catcher arms 
that snatched 
mailbags off of 
cranes such  
as this.  

Train catcher arm  
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Looking up Locale Keys  
So, where does one find the correct locale key for a 
postal facility? The United States Postal Service 
(USPS) offers extensive information about postal 
facilities via the Facility Access and Shipment 
Tracking system (FAST). Mailers who drop ship  
mail to additional entry points are likely familiar 
with this web site, but it is also quite valuable for 
any mailer. The site allows users to look up very 
detailed information about virtually any postal  
processing and/or delivery facility, including the 
locale key information. This can be a very helpful 
resource for mailers to research anything from  
office hours, holidays, types of mail processed, 
phone numbers, directions to the facility, and  
information regarding mail being directed to  
alternate facilities.  
   
Facility Profiles  

The list below shows the level of detail available in 
these profiles:  

 Physical and operating characteristics of  
facilities: 

- Hours of Operation 
- Facility Contact Information 
- Mail Discounts Information 
- Facility Constraints (ex. slots and volume 

for Standard and Package Services mail) 
- Facility Address 
- Facility Dock Information 

 Holidays 
 Additional Information 

- Default Facility Information 
- Non-Default Facility Information 

 Critical Entry Times 
 
The USPS provides a user guide to assist users in  
navigating through the facility profiles portion of 
the FAST web site.  
Read more: windowbook.com/Etips 

If you are submitting electronic documentation 
(eDoc) to PostalOne!, one of the critical pieces of 
information required to identify postal facilities are 
the locale keys. Locale keys are unique  
identification codes that are assigned by the 
USPS to each postal processing and delivery  
facility. This allows for very precise identification of 
the postal facilities that mailers are using for their 
origin entry and for any additional entry points at 
which mail is entered. There are a number of fields 
in the Mail.dat file where these locale keys may  
be populated for communication of this  
information to the USPS and other entities in  
the mailing process.  
   
Origin Locale Keys  
The PostalOne! and the Mail.dat specifications for  
population of the Origin Locale Key is one of the 
areas where the two specifications are not in sync. 
The Mail.dat specification calls for this field  
(CSM-1167) to be populated with "ORIGIN" for 
the origin entry point of the mail. The PostalOne! 
specification, on the other hand, calls for this field 
to be populated with "LOC" followed by the  
six-digit locale key for all entry facility types,  
including Origin. Because of this disparity in the  
specifications, this field is often not populated  
correctly in Mail.dat files, which can lead to  
validation errors when uploading to PostalOne!  
   
Confusing, right? Well, it doesn't have to be!  
   

 
Editing Locale Keys in Mail.dat files  
DAT-MAIL also allows for users to manage their 
Origin Locale Keys in a locale key maintenance 
tool so that repetitive edits are not required.  What 
this means is that the user can set up origin locale 
keys one time in this maintenance tool, which  
will then automatically populate these Origin locale 
key fields correctly in all the Mail.dat files as they 
are imported.  
 
 

Locale Keys 

Window Book's post-presort  
software, DAT-MAIL, allows users to 

easily edit these locale key fields in  
the Mail.dat file.  

Each postal facility has its own "profile" 
on the site, which includes virtually every 
detail about the postal facility that mailers 
would need to know.  

www.windowbook.com/Etips
www.windowbook.com/Etips
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YOUR Contingency Plan 
This type of situation can occur not just when there 
is a PostalOne! outage, but when your own systems 
may not be operating as expected. Whether it is a 
server crash, a software hiccup, loss of internet  
service, or even bad weather or natural disasters,  
the fact is that "stuff happens" - and when it does, 
you need to be prepared. As important as it is to 
know the PostalOne! contingency plan, it is just as 
crucial for mailers to create their own contingency 
plans, based on the PostalOne! plan, and to put steps 
into place to handle internal situations that prevent 
mailers from submitting files to PostalOne!  
 
If your computer systems go down, your internet 
service is disrupted, your power goes out -  
whatever your situation may be - the USPS  
understands that things happen beyond your  
control and will work with you to insure mailings 
are submitted properly without losing Full-Service 
discounts. The key here is to use the PostalOne!  
contingency plan as a guide for your own internal 
plan, as the steps for submitting your mailings will 
be similar.  
 
You'll need to take into account the various  
situations that could possibly occur and how you 
would work around them. Equally important is the 
communication with the USPS when these things 
happen. It is vital that you notify your local post 
office as soon as possible that you have a situation  
preventing you from processing electronic  
documentation as usual, and that you need to  
implement your contingency plan…. 
Read more: windowbook.com/Etips 

As important as it is to know the PostalOne!  
contingency plan, it is just as crucial for mailers to 
create their own contingency plans.  
 
With the recent PostalOne! outages and issues, a 
great resolution to add to your list is to make a  
contingency plan! No doubt the recent PostalOne! 
outages caught you off-guard.  
 
You were probably scrambling trying to figure out 
how you were going to process your mailings and 
not lose Full-Service discounts. Did you struggle 
trying to figure out how to properly process your 
mailings with hard copies? If so, don't let this  
happen again! The key to managing situations  
like this is to have a good contingency plan  
documented, communicated and practiced so that 
any time something prohibits you from uploading 
files to PostalOne!, you will know exactly how to 
process your mailings and, more importantly, not 
lose any discounts.  AND - you need to put this 
contingency plan in place NOW. Do not wait until 
you are in the middle of the outage and then start 
scrambling.   
 
The PostalOne! Contingency Plan 
The Postal Service™ actually has quite a handy  
contingency plan guide published for mailers to use 
in “emergency” situations, when there are extended 
PostalOne! outages or issues.  
 
The guide clearly details the steps that mailers  
need to take to submit their mailings using  
hard-copy forms, following up with the electronic  
submissions once PostalOne! is back up and running. 
Mailers should download, read and become very 
familiar with this guide.    
 
If you use Window Book's DAT-MAIL  
solution, one of the key elements of the PostalOne! 
contingency plan, the Daily Job Log Sheet, can be  
automatically generated with the simple click of a 
button. This report is called the USPS® Mailer  
Daily Log Sheet, and is available under the main  
Reports menu on the DAT-MAIL toolbar.   
 
 

New Year's Resolution: 

Handling Change 
Window Book can help. We can work with 
you remotely or on-site to guide you through 
the development and implementation of 
your contingency plan customized to your 
operations.   

Email us at  
PostalSpecialist@windowbook.com 

or call 1-800-524-0380. 

Make A Contingency Plan! 

www.windowbook.com/Etips
www.windowbook.com/Etips


 

 

Postal “Palate” 
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™ DAT-MAIL  
Software Updates  

The installation of MS SQL is now  
required for DAT-MAIL.  

 

 We added another scanning option to our MDSCAN  
program that will allow scanning of IM barcodes for  
spoilage and deletions. If you’re interested in testing this 
beta program, please email Experts@windowbook.com.  

 We added PostalOne! Server validation rule 7053 to our  
PostalOne! validations.   

 We have added a tagline for FacilitySiteKey to our XML 
Postage Export report. 

 We updated the ProcessAction column in our Central  
Logging forAWAM imports by appending the  
Profile Name being used to the JobID information.     

 In preparation for the upcoming eInduction fee  
assessments that will be taking place by the USPS, all  
new DAT-MAIL installations will have our Labeling List  
Validation option turned on by default.   

Ross Santos 
VP, Technology  
Window Book 

Chicken with Mushroom Cream Sauce 
Directions: 
1. Take a heavy, large frying pan and heat the oil.  

2. Add the onion and bacon and cook gently until the 
onion softens, about 5 minutes. 

3. Stir in the mushrooms and cook for another 2-3 
minutes. 

4. Pour in the cream, add the parsley and stir well to 
combine. Bring the heat up until the sauce is  
bubbling gently, then turn it down to low and leave 
it to simmer. 

5. After about 5 minutes the sauce should have  
reduced a little. It's ready. 

6. Add your salt and pepper and serve the sauce on 
your freshly cooked pasta. Serves 4. 

Ingredients: 
 Cooked chicken pieces 
 1 Tbsp of olive oil 
 1 onion, finely chopped 
 6 oz of bacon slices  

(optional: prosciutto) 
 7 oz mushrooms, chopped thinly  

(use your choice of mushrooms – less if you want) 
 10 oz of thickened cream 
 Parsley, chopped 
 Salt and pepper to taste 

Monthly Quotes 

Software Update Notices 
Get Software Update Notes emails  
automatically as soon as they are released: 

Set up an Account 
windowbook.com/Login 

Request Release notes 
windowbook.com/
SoftwareUpdateSubscriptions 

If you already have an account,  
simply visit  
windowbook.com/Support & select your 
software to receive Update emails  

 

“Complaining about a problem without 
posing a solution is called whining.” 
- Teddy Roosevelt 

“In every conceivable manner, the  
family is link to our past, bridge to our 
future.”  
- Alex Haley  

www.windowbook.com/Login
www.windowbook.com/SoftwareUpdateSubscriptions
www.windowbook.com/Support
www.windowbook.com/Login
www.windowbook.com/SoftwareUpdateSubscriptions
www.windowbook.com/Support
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2016 is moving quickly… 

Shane Byers, 
VP Client Services / Marketing 
Window Book , Inc. 

my guess is that your sales numbers are not that 
impressive either. 
 

If you are not hitting your sales goals and you are 
not making the money that you want to make then 
spend some time with the list above and implement 
the changes necessary to achieve over-the-top 
SUCCESS for you and your family.  What is it  
specifically that you need to do, to change, to  
improve, to focus on, to measure that will make the 
difference for you.  Be specific.  Take notes.  Track 
your numbers and analyze those numbers.  If you 
are not seeing results then course correct.  Maybe 
you have to do something different… may be you 
have to get better at what you already do. 
 

Remember, a sale happens on every call, every  
appointment.  Either you are selling the prospect or 
the prospect is selling you.  If you don’t make a sale 
it is almost never the price, the sales cycle, etc., it is 
your skill that determines whether you make a  
sale or not. 
 

It is time for you to evaluate the necessity for 
changes in the way you sell.  How do you handle 
objections, how do you build rapport, how do you 
build value or create desire in your prospect?  If 
you can’t answer these questions without hesitation 
then you have some work to do.  If you don’t  
utilize your Sales Process on every single prospect 
interaction then you have some work to do.  Be 
honest with yourself.  Analyze your personal 
skills.  Look at your numbers.  Are you where you 
want to be?  If not then find out what you need to 
do to get better.  Explain to your Boss that it is in 
both of your interests for you to get some Sales 
Training.  Remember, again, where you focus is 
where you will see results. 
 

Now is the time to act…will you hit your goals this 
year?  What are you willing to do to make that  
happen? 
 

Contact Window Book at 1-800-524-0380 or 
PostalSpecialist@windowbook.com for assistance. 

B2B Sales 
Growth  

Time passes very quickly with all of the activities 
that we have in our everyday lives.  Sometimes days 
or weeks go by and we can’t imagine where the 
time went… and how did it go by so fast. 
 

All of the different parts of our lives compete for 
our attention and that makes it easy for us to not 
focus as closely on our Sales activities as needed… 
 

Everyone has heard the concepts that what gets 
measured gets improved. And that where our focus 
goes is where we get results. 
 

Here are some questions you should ask yourself 
(ask your Team)? 
 

1. How closely have you been tracking your actual 
sales numbers?  By this I mean all of your sales 
numbers… your dials, your appointments, your 
wins, your losses, gross sales, etc. 

2. How consistent are you in your efforts on a 
daily, weekly, monthly basis?  Are you map-
ping/graphing your activities?  Do you see any 
patterns that identify areas where you can im-
prove?  Many Salespeople will not work as 
thoroughly (as hard) on a Friday as they do on a 
Monday.  Do you know what your propensities 
are?  And, did you know that Friday is actually 
the very BEST day to engage prospects? 

3. Are you tracking your follow-up with clients 
you sold. AND prospects you didn’t close (yet)? 

4. Time management is one of your KEY factors 
in being a successful Salesperson.  Have you 
mapped out your days/weeks by the hour… by 
the minute?  Make the plan and work the 
plan.  If you don’t have your calendar mapped 
out in detail to identify what you “should” be 
doing every minute of every day then you are 
wasting valuable time… time that is lost. 

5. What kind of time and effort are you putting 
into learning and ingraining your Sales Process 
into your very being.  Your Sales Process will 
make or break you.  If you are 50% committed 
to it… or 50% effective at utilizing it… then 
you are leaving 50% of your sales on the table. 

6. How committed to your own individual self-
improvement are you?  What books have you 
read? What on-line training programs have you 
completed? How many seminars have you 
attended? If the answer is not that impressive…  

Do you want to Sell More This Year? 



 

 

Window Book sources at the muckraking web 
site WikiLeaks.com are preparing to disclose the 
presence of a secret hacking unit funded by the 
U.S. Postal Service.   
 
The reported purpose of their hacking efforts is 
to breach as many private and public repositories 
of sensitive consumer information as possible.  
 
Targeted data includes Social Security numbers 
and credit card numbers. Our sources revealed 
that this information is never provided to third 
parties, but the holders of this data are usually 
obligated to disclose the breach. 
 
In FY2015, First-Class Mail volumes stopped  
declining for the first time in eight years due to all 
of the data breach notices mailed by public and 
private organizations.   
 
Clearly the efforts of this secret unit have been 
very successful in stimulating mail volumes,  
but its disclosure is likely to result with the  
discontinuation of these efforts. If so, the U.S. 
Postal Service will have to rely on the best efforts 
of both domestic and foreign hackers outside its 
employ to keep the data breach notices coming. 
 
Lloyd Moss 
VP of Premier Client Solutions 
Window Book, Inc. 
 
Lloyd Moss has worked for postal software vendors 
since 1991 and has assisted hundreds of mailers of all 
types. Lloyd helps clients with all avenues of process 
efficiency within the post-presort market including  
investigating their current systems and implementing 
recommended best practices mailing management  
solutions. He also served as a subject matter advisor 
on U.S. Postal Service eDoc and Intelligent Mail Full-
Service projects for 3 years while at Accenture. 
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On the Lighter Side 
(*for entertainment purposes only) 

*The characters and entities referenced in this article are fictional. Any likeness to actual 
persons (either living or dead), entities is strictly coincidental.  This article is presented 
solely for educational and entertainment purposes. The author and publisher assume no 
liability for the correctness, completeness or quality of the information provided. 

 People and the Post  
Woman working in a Mail Processing Center 

Smithsonian’s National Postal Museum  
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Are you ready for Shipping 
Products Price changes? 

The Postal Regulatory Commission (PRC)  
approved the rate filing submitted by the USPS 
for price changes to its Shipping Services products 
to take effect on January 17, 2016. 
 
Do you know what they are?  How will this  
impact your shipping operation?  
Find out about the changes and tips on how you 
can best be prepared by downloading a free  
webinar recording: 
windowbook.com/RecordedWebinars 
 

Window Book can help you in various ways with 
our Postal Package Partner shipping and  
manifesting software: 
Generate current postage statements 
Easily print IMpb on labels and meet USPS  

specifications 
 Interface to DAT-MAIL post-presort mailing 

software to generate the Shipping Services Files 
(SSF) for PMOD 

eVS support coming soon! 
 
Visit PostalSpecialist@windowbook.com or 
call 800-524-0380 for more information on 
how Postal Package Partner can help you meet 
all the new requirements with price changes. 

www.WikiLeaks.com
www.windowbook.com/RecordedWebinars
www.WikiLeaks.com
www.windowbook.com/RecordedWebinars


 

 

 

 

Reader’s Spotlight 

 

Hear what our clients saying about  
Tech Support from Window Book 

“It has been a pleasure 
working with Mary! She 
has been incredibly helpful 
getting our critical jobs  

processed and I can never thank her enough for all the  
effort she has put in and her commitment to customer  
service.  I am looking forward to continue working with 
Window Book and thanks again for being such wonderful 
business partners.” -   Samuel Gomez, Team Lead &  
Software Developer 

   ID Commerce + Logistics,  www.idcomlog.com  
 
“DAT-MAIL has worked very well for us since 
2006 and the support staff is excellent!” 
 - Jeff Golderer, IT Director 
  Direct Mail Depot Inc., www.directmaildepot.com   
 
Very helpful, gave me tips and the knowledge I 
needed before I needed it. 
 - Tom Lofland 

  All Pro Printing, www.allproprinting.com    
 

 
 Answers to Postal Trivia 
1: B   2: D   3: C   4:A   5: C   6: A  
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Learn more about DAT-SHIP 
Request a FREE Shipping Optimization Analysis today! 

Call us at 1-617-395-4585 or visit  
windowbook.com/ShippingProfitsFeb for more information.  

Take a look at Window Book’s NEW Multi-Carrier Shipping Solution: 
 

If  you ship at least 50 pieces per day, use DAT-SHIP for rate shopping based on the 
most logical mode of  transport - B2B, B2C, Residential etc. DAT-SHIP can even  
optimize between small package shipments and LTL. 

Make your Shipping Center 
Profitable: DAT-SHIP™ 

Tech Support in Both  
English and Spanish 

 
Window Book’s Support Team provides 
assistance in both English and Spanish.   
Please contact us by emailing us at  
TechSupport@windowbook.com or  
calling 800-477-3602 and we will be  
happy to provide you with assistance. 
 
Window Book-se habla  español! 
  
El equipo de apoyo Window Book  
proporciona asistencia en español e  
Ingles.  Por favor comunícese por  
correo electrónico a  
TechSupport@windowbook.com o  
puede llamar 800-477-3602 y estaremos 
encantados de proporcionarle la  
asistencia necesaria. 

 Host/ERP Integration 
 Supports USPS®, FedEx®, UPS®,  

DHL and LTL Carriers  

 Rate Shopping 
 Cloud Based Technology 

www.windowbook.com/ShippingProfitsFeb
www.windowbook.com/ShippingProfitsFeb
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We are looking for a Superstar 
Support Expert   

 
If you know you are an A player in Support who loves to serve clients in the most 
outstanding way possible and you want to be with an industry leader helping us to 
grow to that next level, we may have a dream-come-true job for you. If you or anyone 
you know is interested in joining a growing, first class organization then we would like 
to learn more about you (them). 
 

Window Book is the first Postal Software vendor to provide real end-to-end  
automation of the most time consuming tasks required to do PostalOne!® eDoc 
with Mail.dat® files. 

 
Visit windowbook.com/automation4you to learn more… 

Is your mailing process fully automated? 

2016 

www.windowbook.com/automation4you
www.windowbook.com/automation4you

